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ZERO-REST-MASS FIELDS FROM THE FORMULA OF

A TUBE IN COMPLEX PROJECTIVE THREE-SPACE

Introduction

In this paper we consider the formula of the tube around sub-

manifolds in complex projective three space. F. Flaherty has shown

[5 ] that the volume of the tube, in this case, is a polynomial in

the radius of the tube with coefficients which are metric invariants.

The formula is found by transferring Weyl's formulas of tubes from

embedded Riemannian submanifolds in a Euclidean space to complex

projective space via the natural projection. A. Gray [ 7] has also

shown that the coefficients in the formula of the volume of the tube

around a submanifold p in complex projective space can be completely

expressible in terms of the Kehler form and the Chern forms of p,

thus revealing the fact that the coefficients are topological

invariants.

In this paper we are motivated by this topological invariance

character of the coefficients to look for a physical significance

of the formula of the tube around submanifolds of the complex pro-

jective three space. This complex projective three space proved to

be a visualization of twistor space discovered by R. Penrose [13],

where physical fields can appropriately be studied. What is done

in this paper is to interpret the formula of the volume of the tube

around the complex projective one-dimensional projective space and

around the complex projective two-dimensional space in twistoi" space

3
as zero-rest-mass fields of spin and 2. These zero-rest-mass
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fields correspond to coupled neutrino (spin-half) fields

and a weak Einstein's gravitational field respectively. In general,

zero-rest-mass fields are differential equations in (spinors)

geometrical objects generalizing tensors. The proof we gave to

show the above-mentioned interpretation depends heavily on twistor

theory, which was first introduced by R. Penrose [13]. The major

role it has played has been in setting up a general correspondence

which translates certain important physical field equations in

space-time into holomorphic structures on a related complex manifold

known as twistor space (see Penrose [18], R. 0. Wells [24], and

N. Woodhouse [27].

This correspondence was first given by Penrose in terms of a

contour integral expression which yields general analytic solutions

of the field equations, where a holomorphic function--defined on a

suitable domain--is inserted into the integrand. The reader may

also refer to Penrose-MacCallum [19]. Penrose later realized [17]

that these holomorphic functions should be interpreted as Cech

cocycles representing elements of cohomology groups.

The geometry of Penrose correspondence was later used by

Woodhouse [27] to transfer cohomology on subsets of twistor space

cp3On to spinor fields on subsets of the Minkowski space. This

process describes zero-rest-mass fields in terms of cohomology

classes on p3 (a). The detail of this process can be found in a

recent paper written by Eastwood, R. Penrose and R. 0. Wells [

The following is a brief outline of this paper. In Chapter 1

the basic material from complex manifold theory and Hermitian
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geometry, used intensively later in explaining Penrose correspondence

and deriving the formula of the tube in complex projective space due

to F. Flaherty, is discussed. In particular, the Kaehler metric and

the Study-Fubini metric, Grasmannian manifolds, and some basic

formulae of Kaehlerian geometry are introduced. Since zero-rest-mass

fields will be described in terms of differential equations in

spinors, Chapter 2 is devoted to the properties of these spinors

and the relationship they bear to Minkowski space. In fact, it is

shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two-

components spinors and the points of Minkowski space. How one can

view spinors as a vector bundle is shown in Chapter 3. This vector

bundle has been constructed globally from transition functions.

The reader may consult P. Gilky [6] for further details of this

construction. In Chapter 4, twistors are introduced and are

described geometrically (Penrose [13]) as a null vector in Minkowski

space. Two alternative pictures of visualizing twistors, one of

which is the complex projective three space picture, are given.

Chapter 5, complex manifold techniques are used to analyze Penrose

correspondence between the complex projective three space p (Q)
3

and Minkowski space M. This correspondence is given via a double

fibration of the following type (see Wells [23]).2/F\
P3 Mc



The geometry of this correspondence is then used to transform data

on
p3(a)

to data on M. This is achieved by pulling back cohomology

classes from open subsets of
p3

to F by the mapping g and then

integrating this pullback class over the fibers appropriately,

obtaining "vector valued" functions on open subsets of M which

will satisfy zero-rest-mass field equations. Chapter 6 is devoted

to the derivation of the formula of the volume of the tube around

submanifolds of the complex projective space using the Study-Fubini

metric. This chapter relies heavily on the Kaehlerian geometry

described in Chapter 1.

In Chapter 7, the goal stated at the beginning, i.e., that

the formulae of the tube around p1() and p2(4) in twistor space

3
represent zero-rest-mass fields of spin -f and 2, respectively, is

attained. First, the Chern forms, the coefficients in the formulae,

are viewed as twistor functions which are the first cohomology

classes with coefficients in the hyperplane section bundle. The

proof is an induced cohomology argument. Indeed, we pull back forms

using the map a and integrate over the fibers of the projection 0

[look at the figure]. After that, a covariant derivative operator

is applied to the integral and proves that the result is zero. As

a result, it is shown that the tube formula, in both cases, gives

rise to zero-rest-mass fields.

4



Chapter I. Complex Manifolds and Hermitian Geometry

In this chapter we give the material from complex manifold

theory that is needed for formulating the tube formula in complex

projective space. This material is also needed for reformulating

twistor theory in complex manifold terminology.

We establish the complex structure on a differentiable manifold

which is used to define a Hermitian metric and a Kaehler metric on

the complex manifold. Of particular interest later is the

Study-Fubini metric, which is given in section (v). Basic formulae

of 6ehlerian geometry are derived at the end of the chapter. These

will be used in Chapter 6.

Since we will be discussing projective twistor space, where

the projective space will be the home of twistors, complex projec-

tive space is introduced as a special complex Grassman manifold.

The Grassman manifolds are, therefore, defined; and they themselves

will be needed later when we eventually discuss the geometry of

Penrose correspondance. For details of this chapter, the reader

may refer to [11] and [12].

(i) Definition (1):

A complex structure on a real vector space V is a linear endo-

morphism j of V such that j2 = -1 (identity).

NOW a real vector space V with a complex structure j can be

turned into a complex vector space by defining multiplication by



complex numbers as follows:

(a + ib) = aX

XEV alb E

Clearly, the real dimension m of V must be even, and is the

complex dimension.

Conversely, given a complex vector space V of complex dimension

n, let j be the linear endomorphism of V defined by

jx = iX for XEV

and if we consider V as a real vector space of real dimension 2n,

then j is a complex structure of V.

Proposition (1): Let j be a complex structure on a 2n-dimensional

real vector space V. Then there exist elements X ,..., X of
1

such that IX ,... Xn JX JXn
is a basis for V.

Proof: Turn V into an n-dimensional complex vector space by (1).

Let X'... Xn
be a basis for V as a complex vector space. It is

1

easy to see that {X ,...n JX JX 1 is a basis for V as a

real vector space.

Example: Let (n be the complex vector space of n-tiples

Z:= (z1,.._zn). If we set zk xk +
iyk, xk yk eR k = 1,...

then (n can be identified with the real vector space le of

2n-tibles of real numbers (xl, x2,...

(z1,... n) > (xl xn, yn)

The complex structure of Wn induced from that of (n maps

(xl,... xn, yn) into (y1,... yn, _xl,... _xn..
) This is

called the Canonical complex structure of Wn. In terms of the

xn, yn)

6

(1)
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structure j on V induces a complex structure on V , denoted also

by j and defined as follows:

(JX, = (X, JX1)
*

X C V, X C V

Now, if V is the complexification of V, i.e.,

Vc = V TC, then V is a real subspace of Vc in a natural manner.

JR

More generally, the tensor space Tr(V) of type (r, s) over V

can be considered as a real subspace of the tensor space T:(Vc)

in a natural manner. The complex conjugation in Vc is the real

linera endomorphism defined by

Z=X+IY >Z=X- Y X YEV

and the complex conjugation of Vc extends in a natural manner

to that of T:(Vc).

Assume now that V is a real 2n-dimensional vector space

with a complex structure J. Then j can be uniquely extended

to a complex linear endomorphism of Vc, and the extended endo-

2

In
identity matrix.

Then the complex

morphism denoted also by j satisfies the equation j

The eigenvalues of j are therefore i and -i. We set:

o

V ' 1Z Vc JZ =

V ' = {Z E Vc JZ = -iZ}

Then the following proposition follows easily.

7

natural basis for IR
2n

,At_is given by the matrix

/ 0 In\

-In °

Let V* be the dual of the real vector space V.



Proposition (2):

V1 '0 = IX - ijX , X e Vl and

0 1

V IX + ijX , X e Vl

vc v1,0 v0,1

(Complex vector space direct sum.)

The complex conjugation in Vc

defines a real linear isomorphism between V1 '0 and
V0

. If we
1

write V*C = V + V , then the proof of the following prop-
1,0 0,1

sition is trivial.

Proposition (3):

V X E
*C

, x**) = OVx
0 1'}

set of elements:

10

V01 = {x *E *C1 0
; \ X, OVX V

*c *c
Let AV be the exterior algebra. Denote by Ar'ciV the sub-

space of AV spanned by ai\O where a E APV and 0 E /0V
1,0*C 0,1

Then the exterior algebra AV may be decomposed as follows:

*c
AV if\rV

r=0

*c *c
rV 1 A P

p+q=r
*c *c

and the complex conjugation in V extended to AV in a natural
*c

manner to give a linear isomorphism between Ar"V and Ach/DV .

If lel, enl is a basis for the complex vector space V

with

1 o'

then le-1,... e-nl (where e-k ek) is a basis for
Vo1

and the

8



j -k1 -kg
e A...Ae PAe A...Ae

is a basis for AP'cliV*c over the field

of complex numbers.

.jpn

1<ki...yn

Definition (2):

A Hermitian inner product on a real vector space V with a

complex structure j is an inner product h such that

h(jX,jY) = h(X,Y) for x,y E V.

From this definition, it follows that

h(JX,X) = 0 for every X, C V

Proposition (4): Let h be a Hermitian inner product in a 2n-

dimensional real vector space V with a complex structure J.

Then there exist elements X , X ,...,
Xn

of V such that
1 2

IX
1,...5 Xn, J'...' is an orthonormal basis for V, with

respect to the inner product h.

Proof: We use induction on V. If X is a unit vector, then
1

IX1 5 JX 1 is orthonormal. Let w be the subspace spanned by

X1 and and let W be the orthogonal complement, so that

V = w+ wi. Then WL is invariant by J. By the inductive

hypothesis, WL has an orthonormal basis of the form

IX2n JX
JXn12

Proposition (5): Let h be a Hermitian inner product in a real

vector space V with a complex structure J. Then h can be extended



uniquely to a complex symmetric bilinear form, denoted also by h,

of Vc, and it satisfies the following conditions:

h(T,Thi) = h(z,w) for z,w E Vc.

h(z,Z) >0,,cV zEv z* 0.
1 o o 1

h(z,;) = 0 for z E V ' and w e V

Conversely, every complex symmetric bilinear form h on

Vc satisfying (1), (2), (3) is the natural extension of

Hermitian inner product of V.

Proof: Straightforward.

Now to each Hermitian inner product h on V with respect to

2*
a complex structure j, we can associate an element yo of A V as

follows: (P(X,Y) = h(X,Y) for X,Y E V-

(;) is skew-symmetric since:

(p(y,x) = my,A) = h(Jx,Y) = h(Jx,-J2Y) = mx,-JY) =

, is also invariant by J.

Proposition (6): Let h and tio as above, 1 z 1 a basis
1

for V 'o over ( and
{1, el the dual basis for

V1 o

. Set

hjiz = h(zj,zk) for j,k = 1, ...,n.

Then:

h.. = NT for =

so = -2i ' j
k

n j,k

t A t

Proof: (1) follows from Proposition (5). To prove (2), let

z,w E Vc and write:

10



A simple calculation then shows:

v)(z,w)

j,k

=

W =

i=1

j=1

(t (w)Z. +(w).).

z ( - (w)t (z)) = -2i h -0`.j( ) ) jjk jk
j,k=1

11

Definition (3):

An almost complex structure on a real differentiable

manifold M is a tensor field j which is, at every x E M, an

2
endomorphism of T(M) such that j =

A manifold with a fixed almost complex structure is called

an almost complex manifold. To show that every complex manifold

carries a natural almost complex structure, we consider the space

( of n-tiples of complex numbers (z', z2 zn) with

zi = xj + iyj, j = n.

n
With respect to the coordinate system (x1 x-, y1

we define an almost complex structure j on by

j(apxj) a/a j(a/ayj)

To define an almost complex structure on a complex manifold M,

we transfer the almost complex structure of ( to M by means

of charts. Since a mapping f of an open subset of ( into (

preserves the almost. complex structure of ( and ( (i.e.,

f oj = jof ) if, and only if, f is holomorphic, we see that



an almost complex structure can be thus defined on M indepen-

dent of the choice of charts.

An almost complex structure j on a manifold Ni is called

a complex structure if Ni is an underlying differentiable mani-

fold of a complex manifold which induces j in the way just

described.

Define the torsion of j to be the tensor field N of type

(1, 2) given by

N(X,Y) = 21EJX,JY] - [X,Y] - JEX,JY] - JEJX,Y71 for X,Y E(M).

Let x1 xn be a local coordinate system in M. By setting

X = D/xj, y = apxk in the equation defining N, we see that

the components Nk. of N with respect to x2n may be
j

expressed in terms of the components j of j and its partial

derivatives as follows:

2n

m! = 2) (6 _ _ 'la 11:11

"jk "Jj °I( k'j 'h j'k ')/1
h=1

An almost complex structure is said to be integrable if

it has no torsion.

Theorem (1): An almost complex structure is a complex structure

if, and only if, it has no torsion.

Proof: We shall prove that a complex structure has no torsion.

The converse will be omitted. Let z1,..., zn, zi = xj + iyi,

be a complex local coordinates system in a complex manifold Ni.

An almost complex structure j can be defined on m as before by

J(a/axj) = a/ari J(a/aYj) = -3/axi

12



on ( and transferring this to M by means of charts. It is

clear then that the components of j with respect to the local

coordinate system x1,... xn , y1,..., yn are constant func-

tions in the coordinate neighborhood and hence have vanishing

partial derivatives. By the expression above for Njk! , it is

clear that the torsion in N is zero.

(ii) The Complex Grassman Manifold:
p+q

The complex Grassman manifold G (() of p-planes in (
P'q p+q

is the set of p-dimensional complex subspaces in ( with the

structure of a complex manifold defined as follows: Let

1
p+q

z zP4-cl be the natural coordinate system in ( , each
p+q

zj being considered as a complex linear mapping ( > ( .

For each set a = a} of integers such that 14l

p+q, let U be the subset of
G13,9

consisting of
a

p-dimensional subspaces SP'cl such that 221S,..., ZaPIS are

linearly independent. We shall define a mapping Pa of Ua

into the space M(q,p;() of frci complex matrices which may be

Pq
identified with ( .

Let lap+1,..., api.cil be the complement of
a

1

in 11,..., p+qi. Since for each SE Ua, Z

form a basis of the dual space of S, we may write

a k a.

P1S JIS),
i=1

k = q .

Set (pa(S) =S E (q,p4). It is easy to see that (pa maps

Ua
(1-1) onto M(q,p;() and that the family of (P+q) charts

13



(Ua'yoa) which turns Gp,c1 into a complex manifold of complex

dimension pq. The group GL(P+q,() acting in (1)." sends every

p-dimensional subspace into a p-dimensional subspace and hence

can be considered as a transformation group acting on G (().
13,c1

The action is holomorphic and transitive. If
s0 denotes the

p-dimensional subspace spanned by the first p-elements of the

natural basis of 1P4-q, then the isotropy subgroup at So is

given by

the natural projection

GL(P-Fq,

where 0 denotes the zero matrix with p columns and q rows.

Thus Go,o(() is a quotient space GL(p+e()/H and the natural

projection: GL(p+q,() > Gp,q (() is holomorphic.

(iii) The Complex Projective Space:

The n-dimensional complex projective space Pn(() is the

Grassman manifold G,1 (U. Now let ( be the multiplicative
n

group of non-zero complex numbers. This group acts freely on
n+1 * n+1 n+1

( - {0} by (c,z) ( x(( - {0}) > cz E ( - {0}.
n+1

Let zo, z1,..., zn be the natural coordinate system in (

For each j, j=0,.. , n let U. be the set of points of
n+1

( - {0} where zj * o and let U. be the image of U under

n+1 n+1
( - {01 > (( - {0})/(*.

It is easy to see that, considering zo/ j z1/z,

z"/z- as functions defined on U., we may identify

14



n+1

pn(() with (( - {0})/( , whose complex manifold structure

is defined by the family of coordinate neighborhoods U. with
J

local coordinate system z0/z,..., zj-1/zj,

called the inhomogeneous coordinate system of pn(() in U..
n+1

The coordinate system zo, z1,..., zn of ( is called a homo-

geneous coordinate system of P((). Homogeneous coordinates
n+1

of a point of
pn(()

(( - {0})/( is, by definition, the
n+1

coordinates of a point of ( - {o} representing it. Thus,

homogeneous coordinates are defined up to a non-zero constant

factor.

The above may be rephrased more geometrically as follows:
n+1

( - {0} is a principal fibre bundle over
n+1

pn(()
= (( - {o})/c[ with group ( . If we denote by II the

n+1
projection ( - fol > Pn((), then local triviality

11,.:II-1(U.U.x(isgivenbyT.(z)=(-(z),zj)Eu.x (
J J n+1

for z (zo,..., zn) E ( - {0}. The transition functions

kj
:

UAUjk
> ( are given by

k
= z /jz .

n+1
2n+1Let S1 the unit sphere in ( defined by2, 2+...+ lz1 1 and S the multiplicative group of com-

plex numbers of absolute value 1. Then 52"1 is a principal

fibre bundle over p (() with group S; indeed, it is a sub-
n+1 n

bundle of ( - {o} in a natural manner. Let II be the

projection of 32r11-1 > P((). Then local triviality

: u. x S is given by

15



*.(Z) = (fl(Z), Zi/lZil) E U. X S'
J J

for Z =f\ (z0,..., zn) E uj x s2n+1.

The transition functions IP: 11.1,9k > S
kj

are given by Tki =i liljZkilAkZ7i .

Definitions:

A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold M

is a Reimannian metric g invariant by the almost complex struc-

ture j, i.e., g(jX,jY) = g(X,Y) for any vector fields X and Y.

A Hermitian metric thus defines a Hermitian inner product

on each tangent space Tx(M) with respect to the complex struc-

ture defined by J.

An almost complex manifold (respectively a complex

manifold) with a Hermitian metric is called an almost Hermitian

manifold (respectively a Hermitian manifold).

Proposition (7): Every almost complex manifold admits a Her-

mitian metric provided it is paracompact.

Proof: Given an almost complex manifold M, take any Riemannian

metric g (which exists provided M is paracompact); we obtain a

Hermitian metric h by setting h(X,Y) = g(X,Y) + g(Jx,jy) for any

vector fields X and y.

Remark: By proposition (5), every Hermitian metric g on an

almost complex manifold M can be extended uniquely to a complex

symmetric tensor field of covariant degree 2, also denoted by g,

such that:

16



(1,0) and any vector field w

of type (0,1).

Conversely, every complex symmetric tensor field g with

properties (1), (2), and (3) is the natural extension of a

Hermitian metric on M.

Definition (6):

The fundamental 2-form (13 of an almost Hermitian manifold M

with almost complex structure j and metric g is defined by

4(X,Y) = g(X,jY) V vector fields X and y.

Since g is invariant by j, so is 4), i.e.,

(JX,JY) = 4(X,Y).

Proposition (8): Let Ti be an almost Hermitian manifold with

almost complex structure j and metric g. Let (13 be the funda-

mental 2-form, N the torsion of j and 7the covariant differ-

entiation of the.Riemannian connection defined by g. Then for

any vector fields X, y, and Z on M we have:

49((vxj)Y,Z) = 6d4)(X,JY,2) - 6d4)(X,y Z) + g(r,Z) ,

Proof: Proof is direct calculation (omitted). The following

theorem is useful:

Theorem (2): For an almost Hermitian manifold Ti with almost

complex structure j and metric g, the following

17

(1) g(i,-INT) for z,w complex vector fields.

(2) g(z,Z-) > 0 for any z * 0.

(3) g(z,i-N7) 0 for any vector field z of type



conditions are equivalent:

The Riemannian connection defined by g is

almost complex.

The almost complex structure has no torsion

and the fundamental 2-form is closed.

Proof: Assume (1). Since the Riemannian connection is almost

complex and has no torsion, j has no torsion. Since both g

and j are parallel with respect to the Riemannian connection,

so is 4), as easily seen from the definition of 4). In partic-

ular, 4) is closed.

Assume (2). By proposition (8) we have v'xj 0 for

all vector fields X.

Corollary (1): For a Hermitian manifold M, the following

conditions are equivalent:

The Riemannian connection defined by

the Hermitian metric is almost complex.

The fundamental 2-form 43 is closed.

Definitions:

A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold is

called a Kehler metric if the fundamental 2-form is closed.

An almost complex manifold (respectively a complex

manifold) with a Kehler metric is called an almost Kehler

manifold (respectively Kehler manifold).

A 2n-dimensional manifold with a closed 2-form cl)

18



which is non-degenerate at each point of M is called a

symplectic manifold.

(iv) Kaehlerian Geometry:

We shall express various tensor field in terms of complex

local coordinate systems. In this section, let M be an n-dimen-

sional complex manifold and z1,..., zn a complex local coordinate

system in M. Greek indices a, g, 7 run from 1 to n, while Latin

capitals A, B, mn run from 1 to n and I to T. Set:

Z = a/aza , Z_ a/a2a = Z (1)
a a a

and g(ZA,Z ) (2)

gas = = 0 (3)

and ( is an n x n Hermitian matrix.

Write: ds2 = 2 ga5dza (4)

a'afor the metric g. By proposition (6),

the fundamental 2-form is given by:

Then, by proposition (5):

(13 = -

a,a

A necessary and sufficient condition for g

to be a Kehler metric is given by:

ag /az7
ag7R

/a? (6)

or ag /a27 ag -/az15
et a'y

Given any affinitive connection with

covariant differentiation v on M,

_dzaA 2B. (5)
aa

19



and other rAC . 0.
B

For a Kaehler manifold, the rAC
's are deter-

B

mined by the metric as follows:

gaEr457 = DgE
97

r61- = g N/27 .
as 137 eo

a

Set

and define

so that

From the fact that the connection is almost

complex, so that R(ZcIZD) commutes with j,

R(Zc , 0) ZB

KABCD = g(R(7C'D 'ZA)

KABCD gAEK:CD
(13)

r4- =
B'Y B7

20

DZA
(12)

(7)

(8)

0. (9)

(10)
7 (2,

we set VzB

Then

SincejZ=iland jZ- -iZ-, it follows that
a a Cf, a

the connection is almost complex if and only if:

We also see, by direct calculation, that

an almost complex connection has no torsion

if and only if:



This, together with (14) and (15) yields:

Using (7), (9) and (10), we obtain:

From (3), (11), (13) and (18) we obtain:

32g
_ aa

Kaf7rY 7 A
3Z 3Z

T9E

where (ga') is the inverse matrix to (ga).

Since the components KAB of the Ricci tensor

KAB76 KAW = 0.

Consequently, only components of the

following types can be different from zero:

K7,3 K;i6

Kot7(3 KaF6 9 KE.43.7,,3 -aics

In the formula R(X,Y)Z = [vx,ly]Z - vfx.,y_/

we set x = , Y = - and Z Z .

21

it follows that: K;CD = KcalCD =
. (14)

From (3), (13), and (14) we obtain: KaaCD = KCD =
. (15)

We know that: KABCD = -KABDC = -KBACD KCDAB

(16)

(17)

-r iñô. (18)
ay

ET as gf3T (19)

7
3Z 326



are given by I(
AB =

KCI4B we obtain

from (14), (16) and (18):

Applying (11), we obtain:

= 9117 /az

7

Now let G be the determinant of the

matrix (ga). Then we have:

This, together with (20), gives us:

Using (22), p may be written as:

Let F be a real-valued function in a

coordinate neighborhood of a complex

manifold M, and set:

K6,3 = =K1 = 0

aG(20)
Dza

g 3Za
13,7

P = 2i;51ogG . .(24)

-
DZF

g _
003 a -43

DZ 3Z

22

/ r7a7

alogr, .(21)a

v = 2-2-3.22G.(22)
Nalga3z

In the same way as we obtained the local

coordinate expression (5) for 4), we obtain

the following expression for the Ricci form:

p = -2i V -dze'Ad2 (23)

cc,f3

(25)



Since F is real, (ga) is always Hermitian.

If it is positive definite, then:

gaezad2

a93

is a Kiehler metric by (6) Every Kehler

metric can be locally written as:

ds2 = 2) gaf7dzad213

a33

with gari given by (25).

Now let e(x) be a field of unitary frames,

defined for x in a neighborhood of M. Its dual

coframe field consists of n complex-valued linear

differential forms 0 of type (1,0) such that the
a

Hermitian metric can be written as:

dS2 = 0 j
CL CL

a

The connection forms
0a

are characterized

by the conditions:

and they can be interpreted geometrically as

defining the covariant differential:

+0 =0
3a

dea
=

013A0act

23

(26)

De = 0 e . (27)
a 0 3



The curvature forms 81043 are then defined by:

and we have:

The skew-Hermitian symmetry of 0 expressed
a8

by the above equation is equivalent to the

symmetry conditions R0 76= 8ady

The Bianchi identities obtained by exterior

differentiation of (26) and (28) give further

symmetry relations:

Raa76 R.1, a(s Ra678

and the equation:

The quantities
Raa76

sectional curvature to every tangent vector

of M.

aea
0Let

c.

be a tangent vector at x. Then the holomorphic

sectional curvature is defined to be:

de
a8

=

e = -8 =
RasySe7A68

de + e AO -
a8 a7 7a

0 AO 0 .

a7 /a
7

define the holomorphic

R(X,t) = 2) Re4376tat7tat6/(

a,....6

o AU (28)a77 aa

a

24

2
t ) (29)a a



M is said to be of constant holomorphic

sectional curvature K if R(x) K for all

(x,t). This is expressed by the condition:

1

R = 4' 5 5 )Kal378 -r e0 7 acS f37

or

0 = P,0 + 5
07/\07

(30)
003 4 a a aa

7

All the above are independent of the

choice of a frame field. Let

e = u e
a a

a

be a new frame field, where
uua

are complex-

valued C"-functions such that (u0) is a unitary

matrix. Let 0a*, 0*
aa

be the forms relative to

the frame field e. Then, by definition and
a

(27), we have:

0a
=

50 13

0 = ) du G
a7 $7

U 0 0
al' 76 3(S

and

(v) The Study-Fubini Metric:

Let m be a complex manifold of dimension fl + 1

whose points are the ordered enniples of complex

numbers: Z = Z). In .11 we introduce the

25



We have thus the projection II : M*
n+1

To a point p E Pn a vector z E I11(p) is called

a homogeneous coordinate vector of p; p is

frequently identified with Z. Put

zo = z/(z,z)1/2

so that (z0,z0) = 1. Then the Study-Fubini

metric is given by:

ds2 = (d ,dzo) (dz0,z0)(z0,dz0) (32)

To study this metric, let zA be a

unitary frame in Mn+1, so that

(zA,zB) = 6AB

In the space of all unitary frames in
Mn+1'

let
coAB

be defined by

> Pa.

26

Hermitian scalar product: (w,z) z 174 , w = W 9...,
Wn

(31)

A

The unitary group U(n + 1) in n + 1

variables is the group of all linear homo-

geneous transformations on
zA

leaving the

scalar product (31) invariant. Let yr be
n+1

the subset of M obtained by the deletionn+I

of the zero vector. Then the complex pro-

jective space pn is the orbit space of Mn+1

under the action of the group Z > 6z , 0.



ds2 = CJ Z5

oa oa

This is of the form ds2 = 0 0 if we seta a
a

0a =Oct
-

Equations (26) and (28) will be satisfied,

provided that we choose

0 = - 6 CJ .
(3a $a $a 00

These are therefore the connection forms

of the Study-Fubini metric. By (33) we

find the curvature forms of this metric to be:

0 = 0 + 5 ) 0 4 .
7 7

7

Comparing with (30), we see that the metric (32) has constant

holomorphic sectional curvature equal to 4. From definition

of the metric, U(n+1) acts on Pn as a group of isometrics.

dc,) =
AB

The metric (32) can then be written as:

wilkcivAh (33)

27

so that we have AB = -7;6 = (dzA,z)

ThenAB are the Maurer-Cartan forms of

U(n+1) and satisfy the structure equations:



Chapter II. Spinor Theory

In this chapter, a background of spinor theory needed in the

later chapters is revealed. Section (i) is an introduction of a

two-component spinor. This is used in section (ii) to establish a

one-to-one correspondence between the points of Minkowski space and

the two-component spinors, being defined as second-rank Hermitian

metrics. For further detail, see [3 ]. In section (iii), we

develop some spinor calculus and use it in section (iv) to show the

isomorphism between the group 1(24) of unimodular (2 x 2) complex

matrices and the two-fold (universal) covering of the connected com-

ponent of the Lorentz group 0 (1,3). The reader might consult [20].

In section (v), a spinor is interpreted (up to sign) as a null flag

which physically represents a polarized photon. This interpretation

follows that of Penrose [14]. In section (vi), we give spinor equiv-

alents of certain vectors and tensors [see 20]. The spinor

equivalents will be useful later in the geometrical interpretation

of a twistor as a null line and also when we come to consider zero-

rest-mass fields.

(i) Definition of a Two-Component Spinor:

These are geometrical objects TA which are defined over a two-

dimensional complex space S (the spin space) and obey the transfor-

mation law:

(A,B = 1,2) (2.1)

28



where the transformation matrix
'ItAII is, in general, complex and

non-singular. For the purpose of applications of spinor theory,

we restrict ourselves to transformations of spin coordinates with

unimodular matrices 11411. These are just two unimodulars, which

are:

s tAt t =-141 = det4 2.2)
B B

The two values of IIsII arise from ambiguity in sign of t-1/2.

The effect of restricting ourselves to unimodular transforma-

tions (2.2) is achieved by assigning a suitable weight to IPA. In

general, a tensor of weight W is a form or geometrical object

transforming according to the law:
ca... c pv w KA

= T T. .t t ..t where t = It176... K X' "7 (S uv 7

Thus, if 4:0, is to be of weight -1/2, its transformation law is:

= tBAt-1/24i3 = sBANIfE3

We call quantities transforming in this way "covariant regular

spinors of first rank." Similarly, a geometric object 4A of

weight 1/2 transforming contragrediently to WA according to:

= Td;t1/24P = 2.4)

where
TA+B Ss 2.5)

B-2C C

will be called a "contravariant regular spinor of first rank."

By analogy with tensor theory, we associate covariant and

contravariant components according to the rule:

4".! =
eAB

4P (2.6)
A

where
REA

29
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= HEA 4 2.7)



These are called the fundamental numerical metric spinors

of second rank. The inverse equations to (2.6) are:

qA EABI, EBAE 8A4
'(2

8)
BC C

The transformations laws of
EAB

and EAB are:

It follows that:

so that every odd-rank spinor has zero

absolute value, viz.:

C D -1

EAB .tAtBt ECD =

A B CD . iyleCD
= T T tECD ''C''D

from which it follows that E
AB

and EAB are of weight -1 and +1

respectively. We can define higher-rank spinors as quantities

which transform as products of simple (first-rank) spinors, so

that the metric spinors EAB and EAB are of second rank, as

already noted. Moreover, the weights 1/2 and -1/2 for Alf .are con-

sistent with the rules:

=A

qik =
B

CD

e = 0
A

4ABC
ABC

etc., and in particular:
et'XB Aq115XA

13AA = 0

The geometric object which has the components qfi,T2 is closely

analogous to a covariant vector; but the coefficients of the

transformations (2.1), being, in general, complex instead of

=(2.10)A A

30
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real, allow the more general transformation law:

x' = tBtwt
dxB

(2.12)
A A

for a geometric object with components xA' The indices

w and d are usually called the weight and anti-weight

respectively, and when w = d the transformation may be

written as:

B 2w
X' = t Iti X 9

A A B

where Itl = (tt- )2 is the absolute value of the determinant;

in which case
xA

is said to be of absolute weight 2w.

Consider the transformation:

B -C
XA, = SA

where primed indices serve as a reminder that a bar

(complex conjugate) is to be placed over the corre-

sponding tA or sA in the law of transformation, e.g.,

A.. .C...- A tT
t

-U
wt

-d P.. .R...
XE...G TP'' ... X

E G T...U"......t ...

It is always possible to choose the weights w and d so

that the transformation can be written in terms of the

A A
unimodular matrices Use and

The raising and lowering of primed indices is accom-

plished with the aid of the spinors Ed"' and EA,B, by the

rules:

where
HEA"B"

H.EArBTH = 1

0 11 and Tiet, and 4A- are of

xlf = E 4P-

4A" EB-A-4/
B"

31
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anti-weights -1/2 and h respectively. Moreover,

'B'

AB '
and EA are of anti-weights -1 and +1,

and have the transformation laws:

A'B' A BgCgDeC'D'

(2.16)

EA'B' ASEC'D'
=

SCDE

It follows from the above considerations that the complex

conjugate of a 2-spinor equation is obtained by priming all

unprimed indices.

(ii) The Correspondence Between Minkowski Space m and Second-

Rank Hermitian Matrices

4
Consider a Minkowski space M which is R -equipped with a

flat Lorentz (pseudo)metric of signature -2, i.e., where, in

an appropriate coordinate the metric tensor is diagonal with

diagonal entries {+1,-1,-1,-1}.

There is quite a remarkable correspondence between second-

rank Hermitian matrices and points of V. To establish this

correspondence, consider a Hermitian matrix X =HY:A"BD. The

condition of Hermiticity is:

XA'B = XB'A

XA,B transforms under general constant spin(i.e., complex

binary) transformations as:

v' -C D gCsDv
AA.B tAtBt t

-4C'D A BAC'D (2.18)

and we see that the determinant of this relation yields:

32
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1 XA-B1 = I Xt-DI (2.19)



or XI-IX2-2 - X1-2X2-1

is invariant, i.e., the determinant is an

invariant under general binary transformations.

Alternatively we note that:

14-BI lCe' EDBv v
= AAA-BACD A'BX-B

from which the above conclusion follows. The

essential point now is that every Hermitian

matrix of second order can be written in

terms of four real parameters p, q, r, s,

p + q r + is

as, for example: IXA-Bli =
r - is - q

. (2.20)

The quadratic form: glivxuxv = -(x ) (x2)2 3
2

4.

can be expressed in the product form:

g >J1xv = (p+q)(p-q) - (r+is)( -is)

and in a great variety of ways according

to various possible (1-1) identifications of

individuals in the sets p, q, r, s and xl, x2,

x3, x4. The correspondence (2.20) is (1-1);

the inverse equations are:

P = + X2.2)

q = k(X1-1 - X2-2)

r = k(X/.2 4. X2.1)

S frX -1,2 X= ( 2,1)

33
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(iii) The a-Spin Tensors:

We shall use a formalism in which the above

identification chosen is:

p = x4 , q = x3 , r = s = x2

with which (2.20) takes the form:

+ X3 xl + ix2
II XA- B 11 =

iX2 X4 - X3

2.22)

This may be written in the form:

XA-B = apA"Bx11(2.23)

where the spin-tensors aAB are givenu"

by the matrix equations:

The inverse equations (2.21)

may be written as: xP = IPPA-BVAA"B

with

lalvd =

=

(j3A-13.1 =

11°4A-Bil =

01A- 1.

II A -B =

a3A-B =

0.4A-B =

01
10

10
0-1

0-i
i 0

10
0 -1

10
01
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The a's obviously satisfy the conditions

Multiplying the latter by ECFDGe and

summing, we obtain the useful relation:

apA-Baft"G 20"F"EB

From equations (2.24) and (2.25) one can

verify that:

a =
pA"B aprA

35

apA"Ba 2611

AB
(2.26)

apA"B = 26A:(5B .
pC D C D

(2.27)

-pA-B _ .and - 0. , 2.28)

that is, each of the matrices Ha0 andA-B is Hermitian.
pA'B

Another important relation satisfied by the a-spinors is:

apA"Ba 4. A-Bap 261.16B

-vA"C A"C v C (2.29)

from which (2.26) obtains by contraction on the indices B,c.

This relation may be easily expressed in the equivalent forms:

,AC aAc
2apvpA"B v vA"B p B

or

o "C A-uA + aC = 2a
C

5
prA v vB"A p iv B

by (2.28). Similarly, from (2.29) and (2.28) we obtain:

cpravA" .4. cvrapA" .
201"513

A C A C C

which can be written in the matrix form:

with

(2.30)

eav + cvall = -2a1" (2.31)



However, we can develop the u-spin tensors symbolically

without the use of any explicit representation. This may be

done by defining the a's by the two conditions:

=AB (7B'A11 (2.32a)(7"

aB'A aaB'Aa= a SA + u a
p vB C pv C pvaa BC

Then all the previous results follow, as well as additional

ones of importance. For example, from (2.32h) and its

0 0 = a 5 _-ha ocLA-Ba
p vC B pv C pvaa GB

aB-Au + aB'Aa = 20 5A
P vB C v vB C pv C

13 aB' aa"Aa -B"A u 2E a Aa (2.32e)
p vB C v pB C pvaa BC '

p vB"C A
Similarly, we note from (2.32b) that: E a a a

pvX1( B"A D'C

iE ellvaaa ory
pyxic aB'A D'C

aa= a uB'C
X

AK aB'A a DC

= 2a-1/21a SC - a aB-C)aX
AK A KB'A X i D"C

G

-V° ulcD"A (2.32f)

This is needed to establish (2.26h) independently. Using

(2.32d), the above also leads to the identity:

p vB"C X X vX p
aB,A0D,C = apvaD,A - aD'A

+ a aD"A - aUDA

36

(2.32b)

2.32c)

2.32d)

conjugate:

we obtain:



Results:

It follows that the light cone is the locus of points of M

which correspond to singular Hermitian matrices. The rows of

such a matrix are proportional: 0(A-10 = kA-10

p / pA"so that a vector in M determined by: x = 4,
B

XA 4'B

is a null vector, i.e.,

using (2.27) and (2.11): p pA"B vC-D
x x =

4o.pya
a x .4'

A BxC D

= 1/2(Xlvx ATB(D ) - U .

Similarly, a vector determined by a positive

definite Hermitian matrix is time-like,

e.g., for:

if (DA is not proportional to TA.

(iv) The isomorphism between Lorentz Transformations in M

and the Group of Linear and Antilinear Geometric Transfor-

mations in Spin Space:

We have seen in section ('i) that the determinant of

4...B is invariant under the binary unimodular transformation

XA-B = S-ACS:Xcp
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Equivalently, under this transformation:

goes into

TE"F -C
where we have introduced: L/19T = 1/20 a s

a 11 aC D

This relation is satisfied by:

p wA"B
X X = 1/2)(BA

x-x11 = 1/24-BX-A-B

.1,s-CsDc-AQBv vE"F
2A BE°FAC"DA

TE"F -C -A B a
= 1/20

CDa SA BSE SFX X"

= IjIRTXaX = XaXapTa

s--AsE = a

1.11 = 1/2eA-BS-CSDaA B vC"D
(2.33)

or:

1 1 1 1

LI L2 L3 L4

-.-.--

- 2

.1
I
s2

1

si

1

s

-
. 2
1 s2

2
S

1

2
S1

1 2
si si

. 1 . 2
S IS

I 1 1

1 2-S
s2 2

1 2
s2 s2

-2
s

1

-1
S1

-2

52

-1
S2
-1

-2
s

1

Is
1

. -2

-152

-1. -1

- -1ss
1 1

-2 -2
-s1

s
1

-1 -1

2 s2

-2 -2

-s2 s2
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or in matrix form: X ' s*Xs

where S = !ISA .



This is a Lorentz transformation. It is an element of the

proper Lorentz group since its determinant is unity and

4 -1 1 -2 2 -1 1 -2 2L4 = li(s1 si + sl sl + s2 s2 + s2 s2) 1 .

On the other hand, the matrix s = js is an element of

the binary unimodular (spinor) group of linear transfor-

mations; so we obtain the result that the geometric spin

transformation, of the type (I),5, > (I) =SIB
')B
induces

A A

the proper Lorentz transformation x/1 > x11 with the

matrix given by (2.32). It can also be verified that the

correspondence a > a has the properties: (1) e --> e',

(2) a-1 > (a')-1, (3) ab However this iso-

morphism is (2-1), since every proper Lorentz transforma-

tion may be represented in the form (2.33); but the two

matrices s and -s generate the same Lorentz transformation.

Our goal here is to introduce a formalism for the

description of space-time which makes the spinor structure

emerge as more basic, even, than the pseudo-Riemannian

structure. The formalism, as described above, is based on

the isomorphism between the group 1(24) of unimodular (2 x 2)

complex matrices, and the twofold (universal) covering of the

connected component of the Lorentz group ()(1,3).

Alternatively, to express this isomorphism in a direct

form, consider the general (2 x 2) Hermitian matrix

+ X1 x2 + ix3

x3 x0 - xl
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If this matrix is multiplied on the left by a uni-

U
modular (2 x 2) complex matrix tB and on the right by

the conjugate transpose of this matrix, then both the

Hermiticity and the value of the determinant of the above

matrix will be preserved. Thus we obtain a linear trans-

formation of (x1, x2, x3, x4) which preserves both the

reality of xa

.and the form: g xaxb =
ab

40

where (gab) = diagonal (1, -1, -1, -1) .

This is, therefore, a Lorentz transformation on xa:

a a
LioXb , (2.35)

which is continuous with the identity, since

u
t iB s continuous with 5B. Conversely, it follows

that any such transformation (2.35) arises from

precisely two unimodular matrices tU and (-tU)
B

Thus (2.35) is equivalent to:

xUU >tt X
B B

The Hermitian matrices as such, corresponding

2, x3, x4
to a vector (x1, x2, will be called a

spin-vector.

An object built up of tensor products of the

spin space S, its dual S and the complex conjugates

of these two spaces will be called a spinor field on pi,



We will regard each X as the complex conjugate of

the corresponding XU and write:

xUU-N/BB-

A UBU-B-

Now the system is built up with the proviso that contrac-

tions and index substitutions can occur only between index

labels of the same type (primed or unprimed), ordering of

indices of the same type is necessary, e.g.:

AA-a=
A-Aa AA-a AA-a

P P = PBB BB- BB-... BB-

Now consider twice the determinant of (2.34):

g = e e
ab AB A"B-,

which expresses the fundamental way in which the metric

of M is defined by its spinor structure. In particular,

the (+, -) signature is built into the formalism

by the identification (2.36).

(v) The Interpretation of a Spin-Vector:

Any spin-vector has a graphic space-time interpreta-

tion (up to sign) as a null flag. Physically, this is a

polarized photon (Penrose [14]). To see this, let 2eSp

be the spin-vector at p. The world-tensor associated with

is the world-vector

Ua = 2e-

41

(2.36)

This becomes:
XaXb(EABEA- B

nbga



Since (2.34) is invariant under 2
many spin-vectors will correspond to the same null

world-vector. To interpret the "phase" of 2, let

us "square" 2 instead: AP. Then, to introduce

as many primed indices as unprimed, we multiply by EA-13-.

Finally, to get a real-world tensor, we add the com-

plex conjugate:

pab dokupe EABafe'

Now, obviously Pab is skew and simple:

ab ab ab
P =U -KU

where
Ka JARA' KAap,'

KA being any element of S(p) subject to coA

whence
ope KA() EAB

The vector Ka is a real, spacelike of length

VT and orthogonal to Ua:

Ka = Ka ,
KaKa

-2 , KaUa =0 .

It is defined by P b up to the addition of a "real"

multiple of Ua. The direction Ka therefore defines

a half-plane element at P (two-dimensional) which is

tangent to the null, cone along the null direction of Ua.

Thus 2 defines a kind of null flag in the tangent

space at p, whose flag pole is the future-pointing null

vector Ua and whose flag plane is this null 2-plane

through Ua.
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Spinor Equivalents of Certain Vectors and Tensors:

Proposition: If e is a null vector, then the associated

spinor
BX-

can be written as a product of two 1-rank

spinors, i.e., BX" =Bn

Moreover, if e is real null, then:B =

Proof:

Write: tat tBX" = c
BC=

OX"CY"
X"Y"''

= c12C1-2-t1 "t21" + three more

Ax'
non-zero terms . 2 det(t )

Then e is null if and only if SAX,regarded as a

(2 x 2) matrix, is of rank i, i.e.,

AX" A -X"
t ata = 0 < > t = t n

Moreover, if e is real null,

tAX " zA " AX" A X
n = n

nA = XtA for some real X.

Absorbing 1X11/2 into tA leave, for real ta:

tata = 0 <===>A = ±EAE
<,===> ta

Thus, a real null vector determines a 1-spinor

up to to a factor of modulus unity. The significance of
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this factor is that we can define the future-pointing

null vectors to be those for which this factor is +1,

and the past-pointing null vectors to be those for

which this factor is -1. This division of the null

half-cones of M into two classes, "future" and "past,"

can be made continuously over the whole manifold and,

thus, M is time-orientable.

Now consider a bivector (skew-symmetric 2, -index

tensor):

which implies:

Now let:

Similarly,

Fab F

must have the same

FAWBX' = - FBX'AW'

FAW'BX' = 1/2(FAW'BX' F BX'AW')

= 1/2(FAW"BX' FBWAX' FBW'AX' F BX'AW')

= 1/2(EABFZX' CW'X'FBP"A')

P-
= "2" BP'A

HX"W"
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Then: P
,

P" =
ABP 21APB BA

by (2.10) and the rule for moving dummy indices.

The spinor equivalent
AW'BX'

symmetry:



In particular, if Fab is real, then:

FAW'BX- =
and

1/2FHW-X- =

so thatthat for any real bivector:

Fab < >e + .13
AB W'X' AB W'X'

P'
where= ,B

is a symmetric 2-spinor.
AB

Thus a real bivector determines a symmetric

2-spinor, and conversely.
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Chapter III. The Spin-Bundle

In this chapter we show how one can view spinors as a vector

bundle, thus demonstrating the fact that they are, indeed, generali-

tions of tensors (Wells [23]). We introduce zero-rest-mass fields

in section (ii) and give Maxwell's field equations in spinor form

as an example. In section (iii), the Dirac approach to spinors as

a Clifford algebra is used to construct spin bundles from transi-

tion functions. Also given is a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of the spin structure. The reader may refer to

Bott and Atiyah [ 1] and P. Gilky [ 6] for details.

Spinors as a Vector Bundle:

Let pin be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. Then the

mapping E > M , where 7 is a surjective differen-

tiable map, is called a vector bundle of rank n if:

-1
(a) for each p E M, r(P)

dimension n, the fiber over P;

is a linear vector space of

(b) for each p E M there is a neighborhood U of P such that
-1

r (U) U x IRA.

A section of E over M is a mapping S : M > E , such

that roS =
id'

i.e., to each point P E M, S()) is a point in the
IDI

fiber E = r(p) over p. In local coordinates, if fn 1 span E and
a

a ...

S C (U,R) , coordinates of the section, then

S/U = fla5a
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Now suppose M is a Riemannian manifold with a metric g given

by ds2 = gabdxadxb; then the metric g gives an isomorphism

T(I) g T 01)

because, if v = vaVaxa , w = wbdxb, then this isomorphism

is given by

wb

vagab

In general, a tensor is

T = Tlbe;'"a 3 0 3

ax
Q..(D

ax

e f
xd dx dx

which is a section of

T(M) fiD
1*

(M) T* (PD

andTabc." are smooth functions on a chart (P,U).
'def...

Now spinor calculus is a generalization of tensor calculus.

To see this, let where 6 is a skew symmet-

ric non-degenerate complex bilinear form and S is the basic

space of spinors, from which higher order spinors are derived

(just as the tangent space equipped with inner product induces

all higher-order Riemannian tensors). Since e is non-degenerate,

we can use it to identify S with the complex linear dual S of

S. We have

®R
C = Si 't) ®S°'1

Sie OR C = S1 ®S0,1

where SI'Dand S°'1 are the +i and -i eigenspaces of the almost-

complex structure j of 5 (look at chapter 1, section (i)).
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We can identify S1'° with S*,0 by means of e. Note that S is
1

complex-linearly equivalent to S1'° and that S is conjugate-

complex-linearly equivalent to SC'''.

Now, as defined before (Chapter 2, section (iv)), a spinor

is an element of the tensor product of some combination of the

above four spaces, e.g.,

1 n n * *
GDS1,06DS0,1

Choose a basis
{eA

, A = 0,1} for (2 so that

with the dual basis:

e = E6AB

= fa/az° , a/azil

= {a/a2° , a/a211

{eA} = {dZ° , dzi}

{eA} = {77 , TEC} .
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in these coordinates.

Examples:

(i) A spinor EE
S1,0

can be written as

t tAe tA (
A = 0,1

A
1 ,0 sO, 1

can be represented as

t= tAge@EB

where
eB

= e- is a basis for S°'1 In complex analysis

2(
notation for t we would have



(iii) A more general spinor might be

for instance, if

then,

xa

. 4 , i.e.,

= tAe (;)

BD A \°'

To raise or lower indices, we use

B
eD(is) eo

= 06
A=

AB
'B AB ' 6

We can consider M0 X F(S), where F(S) is the tensor algebra

of spinors, and have spinors at points of Minkowski space.

Moreover, there is a mapping:

T4)0 Si '° S°' 1

where MA is affine complexified Minkowski space considered

as 2 x 2 complex matrices (look at Chapter 2, section ii),

given by sending

t 01' -[u

Li _ 10- 11-
P P

Here xa is a coordinate representation of a holomorphic

tangent vector at 0 in Mi2o with respect to a frame for

which the metric g on Minkowski space Mo is of the form:

dS2 = (dX92 - (dX1)2 - (dX2)2 (dX3)

XAA'

tA .
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Now Lorentz transformation on xa induces a mapping by 1(24)
acting on the 2 x 2 matrix xAA' given by

ExAA'] > AA' *S[x ]S S SL(2A)
AA(Chapter 2, section (iv)). The action of SL(24) on x is

just the action of SL(24) on s1,0®s0,1
, induced from the

action of SL(24) on C2. Since this action preserves the skew-

symmetric form e, it also preserves the full spinor algebra.

Thus we have an embedding of tensor algebras:

F(M)0

where F(M0) is the full tensor algebra of Minkowski space.

This embedding is SL(24) equivariant and is induced by

xa
AA'the mapping > x , taking

T4) S1 '° S°' I
e then have the

diagram:

F(M)0 SUOOS°'1

A A

T010)0 > {xAA = } Hermitian

Therefore, we have a means of transforming {tensor algebra

objects} into {spinor algebra objects}.

(ii) Zero-Rest-Mass Field Equations:

xUsing the isomorphism xa > A
, we can think

of xAA' as coordinates in m. Since these are good coordinates,
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we maymay consider a/ax , and other combinations of

derivatives, as a means of expressing differential equations.

We want to reformulate physical fields using the spinor

representation. Let {xAA'1 be the spinor coordinates of
Mo,

and define

VAA
a/axAA- vAA- a/axA

'

Definition (1):

The zero-rest-mass field equations are the spinor differ-

ential equations, satisfying

vAA-
= 0

AA-th
V 0

where D. are symmetric
D-

spinors with 2s indices, s = '1- 1,
2

For s Solutions correspond to neutrinos; this is
2'

the Dirac-Weyl equation of an electron for

mass zero.

For s = 1: Solutions correspond to photons; these are

Maxwell's equations.

For s = : Solutions correspond to "weak gravitational

fields"; these are the linearized Einstein

equations-for a Lorentzian metric. h, where

g = n + eh , g a space-time metric, h a per-

turbation, and n- the metric for flat space-time.
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Example: Maxwell's equations as zero-rest-mass field

equations:

Classically they take the form:

TT + Curl E = 0 , E m electric field

and setting

aE
Tf - Curl B = j

divB = 0 , j = current

divE = a a charge density.

These are invariant with respect to Lorentz transformations.

Consider the homogeneous Maxwell's equations, where j = a = 0.

Define a Maxwell 2-tensor or 2-form, by defining the skew-

-E2

B3
2

0

-B1
0

The metric ds2 = (dxo)2 (dx1)2 - (dx2)2 - (dx3)2 on NI.

induces a Hodge * operator:

/\P T* (M.) P T* (M.)

such that, if a = a. . dx 1/1 AciX P , then
1 p

B m magnetic field

= a

F = F dxadAdxb .

ab
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-E3

symmetric matrix

1

=
E1

0

Fab

E2 -B3

_ E3
82



where ip 3 Si], is an odd or even permuta-

tion of {0, 1, 2, 31, which determines the above sign, and

+ .
satisfy *w = lw

i1p
=

1k
1ki2k2a g

where

We find that **(P-form) = (-1)P-11(P-form). So: *2 = -1 when

acting on 2-forms in M. Therefore * has eigenvalues + i in

this case. Considering (-valued 2-forms on Mo, we have

A2T*(M0)GC = )(i)/\!(M )
o

A2
where /\+ and /\A2 denote the +i and -i eigenspaces. So, any

2-form w Elg(M0) has a decomposition w = w + w, where

w+ = - i w) , w- = 1/2(w +*w)

*w- = -iw . We say that w is

self-dual if w = vs+ and anti-self-dual if w = w .

Proposition (1): (1) Maxwell's homogeneous equations become

dF = 0 d*F = 0 .

(2) If the Maxwell tensor is rewritten as F = F+ + F-,

then Maxwell's equations become dF+ = dF = 0 . Where

d* is the Hodge adjoint to d and = + *d*, we know from Chapter

2, section (vi), that Fab FA" + eABB" AB 'AB "BAPAB

1k
pp

-k,...k
I P
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0 -1 0 0

0 0 -1 0

- 0 0 0 -1



Proposition (2):

F is real if, and only if,A'B'
AB

(2) F is self-dual (i.e., *F iF) if, and only if,

= e AB A B

F is anti-self-dual (i.e., *F -iF) if, and only

if, F =
eA'B..tpAB'

As we have seen, Fab
FAA'BB

is split into the sum of two

quantitiesABVIA 8, where 0A,B, is a variable symmetric spinorE'
field. The product

eABtioA'B'
is self-dual and corresponds to

F. Similarly,
eA"B.4AB

is of the same nature. So, the 6

independent coefficients of F Fa are replaced by the 6

independent spinor quantities
'POO' = (P01 ' 410'0"

0 = 0 and 0 and the relation between {v, , 0rr' AB

{Fab} and {Ei , Bi} is a purely linear algebraic one.

Proposition (3): If F = Fabdel\dxb e 0 eAB 'AB A B AB

then Maxwell's equations for F take the form

AA'

V 'PAB =
= 0 .

Construction of a Spin-Bundle:

There is a general approach to spinors where these two-

component spinors are just a special case. This approach,

which is global in nature, is due to Dirac. To outline this

representation, we start with Cm, a real Clifford algebra,

on e1,' e (m = 2n). The group spin (m) C Cm is an even

products of unit vectors in le which acts on Cm by left
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multiplication:

> aw
a a linear transformation .

of Cm > Cm

The reader is referred to Bott and Atiyah [13 for further

details.

Now replace Cm by Cm® ( and consider the linear trans-

formations:

Ti, T2, Tn of Cm ( into itself, where

= right multiplication by e2k../e2k. Then one shows that

1.12( = I V k

TrTs = TsTr V r,s

Tk commutes with the action of spin (m) for each k.

Each T.1( has its 1.1 eigenspace. With e = (e
n)

Define {V wECm (ITkw=ekwk} ,k. 1, n to be

the associated simultaneous eigenspace. Write

Cm = LVe 2n possible e's

where each Ve is invariant under the action of spin (m).

Moreover, one can show that all the Ve,s have the same

dimension, and the representation of spin (m) in any two V's

are equivalent. Therefore, each ye has dimension 2n [ 3.

Now let 13- :
Cm
® >

Cm
6D ( be, respec-

tively, the projection onto the "even" and "odd" components.

Since P- commutes with the action of spin (m) and with all

the Tk's' each V is sent into itself by P. Putting
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= V n (C- ()
6 ifi

we obtain V V+ (E)
Ve

for each e where the
6

subspaces V are invariant under the action of spin (m)

on Ve. One can show that the representations of spin (m)

on Ve and Ve are irreducible and inequivalent [1].

Definition (2):

The half-spin representation A- of spin (m) are the

representations by left multiplication in the spaces V:

and V.

Now let M be an oriented 2n dimensional Riemannian

manifold and F the oriented orthonormal cotangent frame

bundle. The group SO(m) acts on IF from the right by the

standard multiplication rule. This action is,free, principal

and has local sections. Then for each p E M

IF x1Rm/S0(

the cotangent bundle of M at p [11].

Now since the map a : spin (m) --> SO(m) is a double

covering map [1 ], we can define a spin structure IF to be

a topological space equipped with a 2-to-I covering map:

: IF >IF such that for each p Efi ir-l(p) is

the non-trivial covering of IF. Using simple connectivity

of spin (m) and the fact that i : IF >IF is a covering map,

one can show the following:



Proposition (4): There exists a unique right action of spin (m)

on F which commutes with u, i and the right action of SO(m) on F.

spin(m)

IT
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IF < SO(m)

E right action on SO(m)

r

Suppose now that {Ua} is a covering of M by coordinates neighbor-

hoods and is a local orthonormal frame over U . We can associate
a a.

a cycle with values in SO(m): For U and U let:
a

ga$ : UAU0 SO(m) be defined

by
'Caga(3,

. This is a cocycle because obviously

gacigOv =a.') on UotAUaAUv.

From the above, it is clear that the existence of IF is equiva-

lent to the existence of a lifting of this cocycle, through a:

spin (m) > SO(m) to a cocycle with values in spin(m).

We will give a theorem that guarantees the existence of a

lifting to a cocycle in spin(m) and, hence, the spin structure.

First, let {ga} be the transition functions of the vector

bundle over M satisfying the cocycle condition: g g g = I.
af3 va

Choose a lift kt so that:



Then cr(E ) = I.
cOv

So, if there exists a spin structure, then we can choose

a lift so that E = +I. Using Cech cohomology, one can show

that 5e = I (Gilkey [6]). Any other E arising from another

lift changes by a coboundary. Since E is a 2-Cgch chain,

2
E E H (M,Z2). Therefore, if there exists a spin

structure, then we can choose lifts ico satisfying the cocycle

condition. This implies that E = I and, hence, E is trivial
co3v

in cohomology. The converse of this argument is obviously true,

and therefore we have proved the following:

Theorem (3): E E H2 (X,Z2)

E is trivial <

structure.

Let
EaBy =af3Bygvet

(E is called the 2nd Steffel-

Whitney class.)

> there exists spin
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Chapter IV. Twistor Theory

Twistors were introduced by R. 0. Wells in 1966 to describe the

geometry of Minkowski space where the ordinary space-time concepts

can be translated into twistor terms. The primary geometrical object

is not a point in Minkowski space but a null straight line (a twistor)

or, more generally, a twisting congruence of null lines. It turns

out that twistor algebra has the same type of universality in relation

to the conformal group, that the two-component spinor algebra has in

relation to the Lorentz group [13]. Thus, twistor theory is applic-

able to quantum field theory and free fields of zero-rest-mass. It

is also used to formulate other fields such as Yang Mill's fields [103.

In section (ii) of this chapter we describe a twistor geometric-

ally as a null line in Minkowski space. In section (v) we give a

necessary and sufficient condition for two null lines to intersect in

twistor terms. This incidence will be very useful in algebraic

manipulation of twistors. Section (iv) is devoted to two alternative

pictures of visualizing the twistors, namely null lines in Minkowski

space or points of complex projective three space. We also get other

geometrical correspondences between the two pictures (Penrose cor-

respondence). For details the reader may see [15] and [16].

(i) Spinors Review:

Since the discussion here depends essentially on the use of

spinors, a very brief review of the ideas required and already
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e.
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introduced in Chapter 2, will be given

the translation from world tensors to spinors is achieved using

a quantity: jj,

.(a hermitian (2x2) matrix for each j)aj

and its inverse aj subject to
JJ'

JJ' KK'
E E = g.

aj a J,K, jk

JJ' i

aj aJJ'
6.

The
eJK'

are skew-symmetric Levi-Civita symbols and are used

for raising and lowering spinor indices:

A AB A
EAB = ' C =

Any tensor (e.g., XV) has a spinor translation which is written

using the same base symbol, but with each tensor index replaced by the

corresponding pair of spinor indices, e.g.,

xII'JJ' xij II' JJ' k

KK' ai aj aKK'

Under Complex Conjugation, the roles of primed and unprimed

indices are interchangeable, so that reality of tensors is expressed

as Hermiticity of Spinors.

J
Since our Minkowski space M will be flat, we can choose a.j

-1/2
constant and = 2 times the unit matrix and Pauli matrices.



Then

(x1, x2, x3, x4)

x21' x22'

= 2-1/2

X1 X2 +i x4

3 . 4 1 2x -ix x -x

x12)

x111

(e) The spinor translation of a complex null vector of

aj(i-c aja. = 0) has the form aj ajji = Bjyji . If a3 is

real and future pointing, then we can take yji to be the complex

conjugate of 13j i-e aj Cj;

(ii) Geometric Description of a Twistor:

Consider a null straight line L in Minkowski space M. Choose

a set (Xi) of Minkowski coordinates with origin 0 and let zi be

the position vector of some point P on L (see figure next page).

To assign a set of coordinates for L , we may select a vector ni

along L and the moment

mij = n- - z-n (4.1)

of the vector n (acting at P) about 0 .

Then the ratios of the 10 quantities (n1, mij) will uniquely

define L . In addition to the requirement here that ni be null
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There are the consistency relations for (1)

ck1 j1
ij k
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(4.3)

Equation (3) represents just three independent conditions which

together with (2) reduce the set of nine ratios in (ni, mij) to just

five independent real numbers. (This is consistent with the fact

5
that null lines in M form an oo system, for choosing p as the inter-

3

section of L with a fixed space like hyperplane, we have .0 choices

2
for P and .0 for the null direction at P.)

Let us now represent in spinor terms the quantities n, mij

which define the null line L. We have



from (1) mjk

where

tAA' =

kJJ' K -K'
- JA

-J' KK'
Z

JK ' -K' (J K) J'K'=ie p A -ipAe

PA' =
- i AA

AA'

ThusThus AA and uA, together determine kj and mjk . We may think

of AA as defining the direction of L and pA' as effectively

giving us the moment of AA (acting at P) about 0.

(iii) Some Remarks:

A
From (4) if A is multiplied by any complex factor, then

L is unchanged if uA, is multiplied by the same factor.

(4) implies also that u is independent of the
A;

choice of p on L since if kAA'
AA 4- aAAXAI then 'IA,

is unchanged since AAAA = 0.

A particular choice of p which is of interest is the

intersection of L with the null cone of 0. From (2.4) and the

fact that Zi is real null it follows that

-1
B- N -

x P131 PA PA'

Thus the null direction defined by pA, is that of the null line

through 0 which meets L (see the figure).

(iv) The exceptional case AB1:13 = 0 corresponds to L lying

in a null hyperplane thrugh 0 . This follows from (4) since nj
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would be necessarily orthogonal to any choice of Z. . In this case
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-A

xA and p are proportional,so that null direction of T1A is that of

L.

The null line L can now be assigned for coordinates, the three

complex ratios of four complex quantities

which we write as

0 0L=

A
= , 1-1ji

1
, L2 =

a = 0,1,2,3 4.5)

A

po-

There are six real parameters, so we expect to find one real

A
relation connecting x and pA,. This is obtained from (4) since

the reality of Z implies iAA, is Hermitian, whence

(AA 0)
Re (x ) = 0 . 4.6)

Condition (6) is also sufficient to ensure the existence of null

line L associated with xA and uA, . For if AA 1-71 is purely

imaginary then
/IAA'

= (i AB TIB)-1 TIApA, gives a point through which

we choose L with direction xA .

) Definitions:

A null twistor of valence [o] is a quantity with components (La)

given as in (5) with Condition (6).

-IfRe(xA PA)> 0 then La is called a right-handed twistor

(valence [o]) and if Re (AA TIA) < 0 it is called a left-handed

twistor.



we have by (4)

(v) Incidence of Null Lines in Twistor Terms:

Algebraic rules for manipulation of twistors will have as their

basis the idea of incidence between null lines.

Start with two null lines

A A= X

' A
- 1-1 1J

Auai ' A zAA'

where 2.. and x1 are the position vectors of the lines L and X

respectively. Suppose now that X and L do intersect, then

xi for the coordinate vector of the intersection point.

xa

A

xAA,

Incidence of two null lines in Minkowski space.

a = 0,1,2,3
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Then by Equation (7):

A . A -A' A -A' -A'
E PA

=
tAA

A
'E xAA'A = -nA' A

Define the complex conjugate of a twistor La to be L (valence

[7]) where (Ca) = (T1A , A')(4.9)
or in component form:

Then Equation (4.8) tells us that a necessary condition for L and X to

meet is

L intersects itself!

Condition (4.10) is also sufficient for L and X to intersect.

A
Suppose X and L are not parallel so X -and E

A
are not

A
proportional then

xA
# 0 . Construct the complex vector:

Pul (i/A ) (Ajnj. -

E AA'

XaC 0
a

since

el-.a A-
,XL

Note that condition (4.6) for La to represent a real null line is

La E = 0
a
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(4.10)

4.11)

(4.12)



we observe that p = ixAP = &AP
AA'

Thus, when Pj is

real, we can satisfy (4.7) by putting zj = Pi = xj whence X and L

must intersect.

ANow P. is real P, is Hermitian. Since XA and E are
JJ

not proportional, we can test Hermiticity of
P31

by taking compon-
J

ents with respect to AA ,A

PAA' -) i
pA'

A +i A
pA

= i Lai=
a

(PAA' ITA'A) = 111 71-A = XaXa

A
E PA (PAA' - A'A) =

Therefore if Xcl. = 0 then P. is real.
a

(vi) Two Alternative Pictures of Visualizing Twistors

The members of the 00bsystem of twistors introduced in the last

section can be given complex projective coordinates

La = (L0, L1, L2, L3) . That is, it is only the three

0123.complex ratios L:L:L.L which are significant. This system

we may think of as constituting a three-dimensional complex projective

space C. The points of C are just the "complexified" null lines'

(and null lines) of M . In fact we have two alternative pictures of

any given situation. For example, we may think of an object L with

A
. PA = iCE
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projective coordinates (L ) either as, say, a "complexified" null

line of M (M-picture) or simply as a point in a certain projected

three-space C (C-picture). In order that the two pictures be

completely equivalent, we need to be able to interpret in C, the

condition of reality of a null line in M, of incidence between null

lines in M and, finally, of points in M. In effect this requires

that the conjugation relation La ÷---* I: should have a meaning
a

with regard to the C picture. We have seen that a twistor La

1 0
(valence [ ]) refers to a point in C, a twistor R (valence

[1])0

therefore refers to the dual concept of a plane R in C , namely

the plane of all points X for which XaRa = 0 . The conjugation

relation La4---÷r therefore describes a point ÷---* plane cor-

respondence in C ; which we may refer to as a Hermitian Correlation

of signature (4-1---). The signature here refers to the Hermitian form

xa x0 x2 4. xl y(.2 4. x2 x0 4. x3 xl

This Hermitian Correlation is an intrinsic part of the geometric

structure of C .

The real null lines in M are the points of the five-real-dimen-

sional subset N (top- S3 x S2) of C defined by XI = 0 . Thus
a

N is a hypyersurface if C is regarded as real 6-dimentional mani-

fold (but not in the sense of the complex structure of C ).

We refer to thewbset of C for which X1-> 0 holds as C+ ,

a

and the part for which XaTa< 0 as C . If L is any point of C

we may regard the plane t as the polar plane of L , with respect

to N , since plarizing XaT with La yields XL = 0 , which is
a a
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the equation of the plane L.

The Robinson Congruence associated with L is the intersection

(top S3) of the plane I= with N . When L lies on N , the plane

I: can be thought of as a complex tangent plane to N at L . This

is just the case when L lies on its polar plane.

To represent a point of M in terms of the C-picture, we do

this using incidence properties of null lines in M . Any point in

M can be uniquely represented by an .02 system of null lines in M

namely the generators of the null cone of P . Let K and L be two

null lines in M through P . The generators of the null cone of P

are then the null lines common to both IT and E (i.e., the gener-

ators must meet both K and L ). In the C-picture this is an .02

system of lines on N which lie on the intersection of K and I: .

This intersection is a complex projective line in C .

Conversely, any line P in C which lies entirely on N , rep-

resents some point P in M . To see this consider the C-picture

and let the line P lie entirely on N . Let K and L be two

points on P . Then we have Kak- =0 , LLa = 0 and, more gener-
a

ally, ( Ka + a La ) (1-(- + t) = 0 .

Hence La-K- = 0 . So the intersection of La and K will be
a a

the point P . Note that, in the C-picture, that a point L lies on

a line P , both L and P lying on N is interpreted in the M-

picture as the condition that the null line L passes through the

point P.
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Thus we get the following correspondence between the M-picture

and N:

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the null lines

in M and the points in N.

There is a one-to-one relation between the points in M and

the complex lines in N.

The condition for a point to Tie on a null line in M is

interpreted in N, as the condition for the corresponding line to pass

through the corresponding point.



Chapter V. Complex Manifold Technigues, Penrose

Correspondence and Penrose Transform

In Chapter 4 we introduced a twistor as a null line or a congru-

ence of null lines in Minkowski space M. We also gave a one:-to-one

correspondence between lines in Minkowski space and points of the

projective complex three space. In this chapter we will consider the

basic geometric properties of the above correspondence--Penrose cor-

respondence--using complex manifolds techniques. The geometry of

Penrose correspondence will then be used to describe the Penrose

transform which transfers cohomology on subsets of P3 to spinor fields

on subsets of M.

(i) Penrose Correspondence:

Let M be compactified Minkowski space. M MoU (light cone

at 0.) where Mo is the flat Minkowski space (Penrose [13]). Let Mc

be the complexification of M which is of the complex dimension.

We had, in Chapter 3, the Penrose correspondence between M and N

P(T)-2= projective twistor space; namely,

{Complex lines in NI-

{Points in N1

The above correspondence can be extended to Mc:

{Complex lines in P(T)}

{Complex lines in N)

{Points in M}

{Null lines in M)
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This correspondence is used to transfer problems in mathematical

physics in Minkowski space into problems of several complex variables

on subsets of
P3(0).

Now
Mc

turns out to be the Grassmanian man-

ifold of two-dimnal complex planes in 44,G24 which is clearly equiv-

alent to the set of all complex lines in P3(C [23].

According to R. 0. Wells [23] the above remarkable correspondence

of Penrose between
Mc

and subsets of P3(0) can be described in terms

of a basic double fibration. Briefly, the idea is this: consider

04 Define the flag manifold Fd.
.d

where o < d1<... dr <
.

r

4

as follows:

Fd1'.dr =
Lr): L1 c L2. . Lr c

is a nested sequence of subspaces of with

dimension L. = d. j = 1, .., r}
c

If r = 1 , d1 = I then F1 = P3 , and if r = 1, d1 = 2 then

F2 = G2,4(".
We then consider with respect to4 the three

flag manifolds
F12, F1

and
F2

and get the following diagram:

P3(0)=F

F12

> F2 =G24 (0)(=M )
, c
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We want this diagram to describe Penrose correspondence. So define

the analogue of Penrose correspondence T (which is again called

-1
Penrose correspondence) between F1 and F2 by T(P) = 8 c(p)
and T-1(p) = a F3-1(p) . One can then prove the following

Proposition: (1) T(p) is a two-complex-dimnal projective plane

P2(C) embedded in F2 .

-1
(2) T (p) is a one-complex dimensional projective

line embedded in
F1

.

Proof: (1) By definition:

a-1(p) = {flags (L7,L2) : L7 c

therefore 8 a-1(p) = {L.2 c :

L2
D

Ll
-fixed}

4

-1
i.e., 8 a (p) is the set of all two-dimensional subspaces of4

which contain a fixed one-dimensional subspace L7 . This is simply

an embedding of P2(C) in F2 . Since, if we fix one vector e/

1

and let
e2

vary in a three-dimensional subspace e-1-- perpendicular

to
e1

with respect to some metric on4 , then the span of

fe1,e21 will span all subspaces L2 D Li . But the set of all such
1

e21s span the set of all complex lines in el , and hence is isomorphic

to
P2

.

(2) By the same reasoning as (1):

0
a-1(P) = {L1 c4 : Li c L2 , L2 -fixed}

-1But
L2

is two-complex dimensional, and hence a a (p)
P1

(0) .

. .

1
fixed, L2 variable}



(ii) Twistor Structure:

Let be a non-degenerate Hermitian bilinear form on

signature 0 , i.e., f+, +, 1 .

In an appropriate coordinate system the matrix for can be

represented as

(1)(Z) = Z°Z2- +

0

As a quadratic form we can write
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4We can define the space of twistors T to be T = (¢ with the

Hermition form 0} . This space is a representation space for SU(2,2)

which is a 4-1 covering of conformal group acting on Mc [15].

Now let T+ = {ZET : 0(Z) > 0} Positive twistors

T° = acT : 0(Z) = 01 Null twistors

T- = {ZET : 0(Z) < 0} Negative twistors

In the projectivized twistor space P(T) = P3(¢) we have the cor-

+ o -responding portions P3, P3 and P3 . Let N =
3

So as we have

seen in Chapter 4 N is a real five-dimensional hypersurface in P(T)

which divides P(T) into two complex-analytically equivalent parts

P3 and P-' We then got the induced correspondence
3



F+

(Compactified
Minkowski space)

The basic geometric properties of the above spaces are given by the

following proposition (see R. 0. Wells [23]).

Proposition: (1) P4-3 contains a four-complex dimensional family of

projective complex lines parameterized by Mc .

MIc- is biholomorphically equivalent to the domain

of a 2x2 complex matrices whose Hermitian imaginary part is positive

definite.

Let M be the.Hermitian 2x2 matrices, then

is a boundary component of Mc .

M is a compact four-dimensional real-analytic

submanifold of M which is diffeomorphic to S1 xS3 .

N is a compact five-dimensional real-analytic

hypersurface in
P3

diffeomorphic to S2xS3

F+ is biholomorphic to
P1xMc

.

Now considering the correspondence T and To , one can prove

the following

Proposition: (1) t(p) is the intersection of an affine complex

two-plane with .
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T°(p) is a circle S' embedded in M .

(7+)-1(p) and (T°)-1(p) are complex projective

lines embedded in
P3

and N respectively.

Suppose we have twistor homogeneous coordinates Za = (Z°, Z1,

Z2, Z3) [Chapter 4]. In these coordinates (1)(Za) = Z0Z-CZ1Z-14-Z32.1 .

We define the dual variables with respect to the Hermitian from 4) by

2O
=

72'
2 =

23'
= 2° 2-

2 ' 3

and thus (1)(Za) = za-r .
a

Again, as in Chapter 4, with
wA (wo, ()) (zo,z )

.=
A o' 1) =

(1

Za = (Z,Z1,Z,Z3) becomes the pair of spinors (w , nA,) which

corresponds to4 =2 OD2 . The dual coordinates become:

-A'
, w ) and

(gza) wATA

'
If a particle of zero-test-mass moves along a light ray then TTA-AII

corresponds to momentum and w w corresponds to angular momentum.

The form (1)(Za) corresponds to the spin (twist) of the particle.

The path of motion of the particle is given by w([TA ,nA,]) . The

detail of this interpretation can be found in Penrose-MacCallum [19].



(iii) Penrose Transform:

We will see in this section how holomorphic massless fields of

positive helicity on M be described in terms of cohomology

classes on P(g) . This result is due to R. Penrose [17], and is

extended to negative helicity and to weak (hyperfunction) solutions

on the real compactified Minkowski space M by R. 0. Wells [25].

We start with Penrose correspondence given by the diagram:

1

=G24() (=M)

In fact the geometry of the above diagram is used extensively to

construct certain fundamental sheaves on P3
'

F and
Mc

[21].

In general, let X be a complex manifold and let 0 be the

sheaf of local holomorphic functions on X . Suppose V X in

a holomorphic vector bundle. Let Ox(V) be the sheaf of local holo-

morphic sections of V . Consider a holomorphic mapping X----+ Y

of two complex manifolds. If G = Oy(V) is a locally free sheaf on

Y , then we define the pullback sheaf f*G to be Ox(f*(V)) , the

sheaf of holomorphic sections of the pullback bundle.

If K is any sheaf of abelian groups on X , then we define a

sequence of sheaves {f,K} on Y called the direct image sheaves

under f . The nth direct image sheaf of K under f , denoted

by fTK is the sheaf generated by the presheaf
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U Hn(f-i(U), K) for U open in Y

The stalk of f:K at peY is the direct limit

(f*K) = lim Hn(f-1(U),K)
pEU

-1
This is essentially the cohomology along the fiber f (p) .

With this preparation Penrose transform can be briefly described:

For nEZ , let H-n-2
P3(j)

be the hyperplane Section bundle

of P3 raised to the power -n-2 , i.e., the local sections of H-n-2

are the homogeneous functions in the homogeneous coordinates of P3

of degree -n-2 . For nEZ define:

S (n) = 0

3

SF(n)
= a*On

(W2)F3

* -n-2
Sm(n)

= a*a
0P3

(H )

These are the basic fundamental sheaves on P3, F and
Mc

So the sheaf SF(n) and Sm(n) are the natural pullback and push-

forward of the sheaf Sn (n) . It can be shown that if n > 0
F3

(n) = ) where rank V = rank
0n(2)

On denotes the nth symmetric tensor product.

Moreover, sections of Sm(n) can be identified with holomorphic

spinors of primed type on open subsets of M , i.e., of the form

the sheaf of holomorphic
sections of H-n-2
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Er(F)

)
OF(a*H-n-2 x T:)

S(n) = 1310 ( * n-2 x T*)* F a
-

a

Er(F, T:(F))

d corresponds to "Differentiation along the fibers of a". Nowa

use T = T (F) to introduce two new sheaves on F and M , namelya a

differential
form valued
sections

which is the extension of the basic sheaves on F and M by the

cotangent bundle along the fibers of a . Let us represent the

sheaf cohomology in terms of differential forms via the Dolbeault
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[ 4]. To transform cohomology on subsets of P3 to

spinor fields on subsets of Mc we need differential operators de-

fined by the geometry of the Penrose correspondence. Let T(F) be

the tangent bundle to F and let T(F) C T(F) be the subbundle of

vectors tangent to the fibres of the fibration a . This induces a

cononical surjection of the dual bundles

(F) Ha )T( F) .

and a differential form d = H od . This acts on a differentiala a

form of any degree r on F , i.e.,

Er(F) ) Er(F,T*(F))

exterior differentiation of scalar r-forms to T (F)-valued r forms.

Thus we obtain by composition with Ha a differential operator

a
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isomorphism (cohomology classes being represented by ilclosed (0,1)

forms as usual).

Then the differential operator da extends to differential

forms with coefficients in a*H-n-2 since the transition functions

* -n-2
for a H can be taken to be constant along the fibers of

and thus would be annihilated by da . Therefore we get a mapping

Hi( , SF(n))
a

H1 (F4.,SF(n))
a

we can define a vector bundle
M+c

by defining the fibers

of
Vn

to be

Vn,x = H ( (x),SF(n)) .

One can then use the theory of direct image sheaves to show that Vn

defined in this manner is indeed a holomorphic vector bundle.

There is a natural mapping:

I : H1(F.4.,SF(n)) Ho(Mi,,Sm(n))

obtained by restricing a T-closed differential form representing a

cohomology class in
Hi(F+' SF

(n)) to a differential form on the sub-

-1
manifold 3 (x) P./(¢)) which defines a cohomology class in

H1(c3-1(x),SF(n)), i.e., a point in the vector space
Vn

. Similarly

there is a mapping

: Hl(F+,S;( )) H°(M.I.,q4(w))

using all the above data we get the following diagram:



H°(MSM(n))

7

a

Theorem: Suppose 0 , then

I and Ia are isomorphisms and va is well defined.

n 2

Vn,x sym

The induced differential operator va is the zero-set-mass

operator of spin s = n/2 .

Ker d = Ima

As a corollary of this theorem we get

Corollary (Penrose transform)

If S > 0 , then

Hl(P+,S (n)) fKer v Ho(M+' S ( ))
a

{self dual holomorphic solutions of the zero-

rest-mass equation of spin s on Mc+}

All the detail of the proof of the above theorem is found in the

elegant paper [4 ] by Eastwood, Penrose and Wells. These people

H°(M+' Sa(n))m .

81

study the pullback of the local data in P3 involving inverse image

sheaves and the relative deRham sequence. Then they solve the problem

(n))
da 1 a

(F.,,,SF(n))

Ia

H
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of integration over the fibers for the mapping a . This involves

direct image sheaves and a fundamental spectral sequence.

Part (1) of the theorem follows from the Leray spectral sequence

for direct image sheaves and appropriate standard cohomology vanish-

ing theorems in several complex variables along either the fibers of

f3. or on
Mc

Part (2) is a computation using the theory of

compact complex manifolds. Part (3) follows from an appropriate

choice of basis for the vector spaces involved. The last part is

much deeper and involves solving u = f problems locally along the

fibers of a , i.e., the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation for

differential forms.



Chapter VI. The Volume of a Tube in

Complex Projective Space

In this chapter, the formula of a tube in complex projective

space p((), as given by Flaherty, is derived [5]. The Study-

Fubini metric, already described in Chapter 1, is used. The

.geometry of complex projective space, as already discussed in

Chapter 1, is also used here. First, we obtain the volume element

for the tube by computing the 6ehler form for P(() in the Study-

Fubini metric. Then the average value of monomials of certain

form on the unit sphere in (k is computed and used to define scalar

invariants S on the submanifold pC p ((). This S is found to be
7 7

the Hermitian curvature tensor. Thus, the formula of the volume of

the tube is obtained as a polynomial in the radius of the tube with

coefficients depending only on the curvature of P. At the end of

the chapter, Chern forms are introduced and used to express the

formula only in terms of those forms and the 6ehler form. The

reader may also refer to F. Flaherty [ 5] and A. Gray [7].

Let us first review the geometry of complex projective space
n+1

discussed in Chapter 1. If ( is the space of (n + 1)-tiples of

complex numbers and e0,..., e a frame field on (11+1; then:

d IeBu (0 < B n) , d(jaE; = A (13 .= PA

Let p (() be the complex projective space and

(n+1 7
> P,('[) the canonical fibering. Then,

2e.coi + 1Z (1 i < n)10 10
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Suppose
e0' en

unitary. Then the Hermitian structure

on pn(() is given by:

As a result:

ds2 2ajd
0 0

Bra A 0 a
r

irr r /3

a af3

with

and in homogeneous coordinates:

ds2 = (2/(z,z)2)((z,z)(dz,dz) - (z,d )(dz,z)) .

The 6ehlerian connection on Pn(() is given by:

vi co! - (1 < i < n
J J

and the curvature form 0! is given by:
. .

=0A A gj + Sipk A gk

for 81,
020n

local coframe field.

Also we have: i_aiA0j =0 (1 < j < n)

Let p be a holomorphic submanifold of Pn(() of dimension

m; then we may choose the O's so 01, Om is a unitary

coframe field on p. Moreover, (wa) , 1 <a, f3 < M is

the connection form matrix of the 6ehlerian connection on P.

Since Or = 0 on p for r = m + n , it follows from

the above equation that:

A tube of radius a around a submanifold is defined to be

the image of the normal a-disc bundle under the exponential

map.

Now let p be a submanifold of P((). A typical point

normal to p will be of the form expw(t,i) where (tj) is a

84



complex normal vector. Consider the canonical fibering:

(n+1 01 iT

> Pn(()

Since this is a Hermitian submersion, we get the

following .diagram which commutes

T ((fl+ 1)
7*

> TwPn(()

exp

+1\/
{0}

expw

>P(

where 7(p) = w.

Let e ,, en be a unitary frame field on r I

adapted to Pn((), i.e., eo s tangent to the fiber 7.

Thus, 7*el,..., r*em are tangent to p (m dimension

of p) and 7e = w, where w is a local submanifold map

of p. It follows from the above diagram that

7(z) = exp (t,i)

where z = e0 t0 + Eertr /j2 + Eerir Af2

Since the frame is adapted, the derivative of z is

dz = e dt +t de +d(Ze t +j
o o o o rrrAr2 r rr/4-2

= e (dt +t a)+t (6 UY+Ze ea+/Z ja)+d(Ee t +/Z )

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a r r //2 r r /12

Now we may assume that wr and ir vanish locally. Then
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it follows that

dz = e (dt +t (J)+t (6 ZY+Ie Oa+re ea)
o o oo o'o o eta aa

+I e rat +I 6 faI +Ye dt +re dia,r a r /W2 a,r a r r Af2 r r r Af2 r r r Af2

The Oehler form q; for Pn(() in the Study-Fubini

metric is given by:

(f) (47/(z,z)2)((z,z)(dz,dz) - (dz,z) A (z,dz))

We want to compute Y0 on the tube, so we normalize

the t's (homogeneous coordinates) and substitute to get:

a
= ()t2 (I (0a+Drat if) A (j +Inc if)

0 .a r r

+(7-liTMdtr A dir - (iirdtr)(Frdir)))

Hence the volume element of the tube is:

e/n! = (1/17)ntIldet(Sa'13-1/4f(itrS:7)(1.ir 7d)

a a
Aa AO Ar 1-2-dt A dir

Then we have the following:

Theorem (6.1): If p is a holomorphic submanifold of Pn((),

D is a compact subdomain of p with smooth

boundary. Then the volume of the tube vo(D)

is given by:

ir
ti)n+1

( 1 ) A (V-1) °a A °
a

jidet(6003-1/2((trS:7)( iXt3))) A 1/2(1-1)dtr A dir .
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Proof: Consider the substitution r = t /t in the fiberr r
coordinates and use the fact that

2

t (1 ti) = 1

0

Let k n - m be the co-dimension of p, and let

the indices r, s,... vary in the co-dimension range that

is 1 < r, < k. Set:

= kp(t tk 1

and denote the average of (p(t,i) on the unit sphere

r r = 1 by

Now, since the average value of a monomial

t1 ..tq
1 k k.tk

plus its conjugate vanishes on S2k-1 unless t

for all r, one need only to compute the average

E E_E
1 k- k

of monomials of the form t ...t t ...t

Let t = pn where=
1

and letr
E Elt = t1 . .t

r

k , iti = t1 +
t2 +...+ tk

and

1 = tliki '

the usual multi-index notation for t = (t , .., tk).

P2
2E

Consider I E it 1...it k /\
1/2(ri)dt A di . 6.1)k r

Ck

Using the polar coordinates introduced above and

Fubini's theorem, the above integral may be written

as
7P2p 2 1E i+2k-ldp f

0 s2k-1

where dvk is the volume element of S2k-1 in (k

where ti Et ir r r
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Applying Fubini's theorem directly to (6.1) yields:

tH ire r r(t ) rHi-l)dt A di
Y 2 r14k

Using polar coordinates in the (t r) plane, this

integral is equal to

From the definition of gamma function, this last

integral may be written as (1/2)(2r)r(tr + 1) .

In summary, we have

f ,2 2c+1
P dp A dv

I-P2
210+2k-1, f -E

e P nEn dvk

S2k-1

irkt= r H !irk r

Solving for the integral over
2k-1

, one finds that

7kV rkV

'77Vkd = P221..p21.0 +2k-id,,

=
r( II 4- k)

S2k-1 0

If ti = 0 = = then ck = 7 pg kit)

For the average value of t i on 52k-1, we obtain:r r
E-E -

17/Ydvk r F(j) !<t t >
k k(k+1)...(k+W-1f dvk +k)

S2k-1

Now we are ready to prove the following theorem

from F. Flaherty.
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Theorem 6.2) (Flaherty): If p is a holomorphic submanifold

of Pn(() and D is a compact sub-

domain of p with smooth boundary,

then the volume of the tube va(D),

where a is the radius of the tube

around D, is given by the formula:

vol(a(D))
=

Ck
K J (a)
7 7

where
K7

are given by integrals

depending only on the curvature of

p, and

a 27+2k-1J (a) = (sinb) cosb)2m-271-1db ,

'Y

where tana = a

Proof: Consider det(5c031-4(-trS:7)4ircd

This determinant may be expanded in the form 1 f2 +..

where f (t,i) =E+E=27A,t t .

2'Y

Define the scalar invariants
S7

on p by:

S7 = k(k + 1)...(k + 7 - 1) <127

Then it is easy to see that
S7

= I=27VA , by (6.2).

f2 7(t'76).Hence: I
Esr.a.(1+ti)n+1

dt4 A di
2 r

kS7
27+2k-1

k(k+1)...(k+7-1) o (l+p2 )n+1
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Substitute tanb p and the integral becomes

where

Let

a
c Sk 7 Jr isinb

) 21+2k-1
( cosb ) 2m.-27+1 db

k(k+1)...(k+ -1)
0

where

a tana .

Therefore the volume of the tube is:

vol(Pa(D))
Ck K7J7(a)

o<y<ro

fa 27+2k1
(sinb)27+2k-1(cosb)2m-274-1db

J (a) -
7

k(10-1)...(10-7-1)

a _a

='Y A (11:i) 8 A 8 .

a

Let us now determine the nature of the scalar functions

S. First,
S7

is a polynomial in Sr , with the property
aa aa

that
S7

is invariant under the unitary groups U(m) , U(k) in

the sense that if Sr is transformed into E u SP where
aa p rp aa

u e U(m), or if Sr is transformed into u Sr whererp 7a 7 a7 713

U7 E U(M) ,
S7 27

does not change. In fact, f is a sum
a

of principal minors of order 7 from the matrix

r - -r
(Z t S )(E t S )

e r r ae r r ef3

and, thus,
S7

is a sum of averages of principal minors from

the same matrix. By Weyl's theory of vector invariants [26],

r
the S are polynomials in the Hermitian forms S- S .

7 r ote
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is a constant multiple of

where S = Sr _r
S andaAap rcqiX13

.A x S

( 11 1 \

7 1 71 alA1P111

7)

1 ay

S
a X (3 1.17177

is the

generalized Kronecker symbol : equal to the sign of permutation

if F3 . 13 is a rearrangement of a1,...,
a7

or, otherwise,"' 7

equal to zero. The summation extends over all 7-tiples selected

from 1, m.

Thus the S7 are local representations of globally defined

scalar invariants on p since S is easily seen to be the
axau

Hermitian curvature tensor.

We can determine the constant in question by specializing

the formula to a simple geometric figure of co-dimension 1 and

with S = 6 As a result

1
<det(-1/2E (It Sr )( irSr ))..>

e r ae r " 277!k(k+1)...(k+7-1)

S( ) 6()
aX f3 1.t

a7
X a

1 1 1 1 7 7 7

Using this last expression, we can rewrite the formula of the

tube in as:

vol(P (D)) = ck 1W (a)a 7! 7 7
o47<in

a a
where

W7
= cte." ES( )6( )S .s

a X 1311 )
1 1 1 7 7 7 7
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n

Now set det. (XI + Xn-'`ck(n) . This defines the

basic Chern forms ck(2), which are given explicitly by:

ck(2) = (r:fk\)70 / 5(0k Clot1 A..1

k

we deduce that
Pk /c), 177 (6°

a

where pk = 8( )8( )S
a i311- a X all1111 kkkk

Using (6.4) in the formula of the tube (6.3), we get the

formula expressed in terms of the Chern forms and Kaehler

form:

vol(p (G)) R (x
d ,(10,C ,...0 )(,;,470.)2(n-d)

d=0-d
where cte. c Am-a Kaehler forma

a=ol

and c...c are the Chern forms. The reader may also1' m

refer to A. Gray [7].

) c A cion-k . (6.4)

6.5
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Chapter VII. Zero-Rest-Mass Fields from the Formula of

a Tube in Complex Projective Three-Space

In this chapter we show that the formulae of the volumes

of the tubes around p1 (() and p (() in twistor space represent
2

3
zero-rest-mass fields of spin and 2, respectively. Thus they

give rise to coupled neutrino (spin 1/2) fields and a weak Einstein's

gravitational field respectively.

First, we show that the first Chern forms can be viewed as

classes of the first cohomology with coefficients in the hyper-

plane section bundle of pn((). Thus they can be viewed as

twistor functions [17]. The second part of this chapter is

devoted to the goal of this paper, as stated above. We use the

Penrose correspondence to integrate along the fibers of the

projection 0 mentioned in Chapter (5), and then we use spinor

calculus to apply the covariant derivative operator to the

integral. The Penrose transform is also used in rewriting

Chern classes of the hyperplane section bundle H as spinors in

twistor space.

We need the following theorem:

Theorem (7.1): The first Chern classes of the hyperplane

section bundle of P(() can be viewed as

elements of the first cohomology group with

coefficients in the bundle.
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Proof: Let 0 be the sheaf of holomorphic functions and 0.

the sheaf of non-vanishing holomorphic functions on pn

Consider the sequence of sheaves

0 >Z >0 0* >0

where i is the inclusion map and exp : 0 > 0 is

defined by:
expu(f)(z) = exp (2rif(z))

We claim that this sequence is exact. To show this for some

small simply-connected neighborhood U of x E pand for some
n '

representative g E Q (U) of germs g at x , choose

1

f = ,1
,

g) for some branch of the logarithm
271. x

function. We have: expx(fx) = gx .

Suppose that expx(fx) = the identity element in the

abelian group 0 under multi-

plication.

This then implies that: exp 27if(z) = 1 z E U

for any f e 0(U) which is a representative of the germ fx

on a neighborhood U of x. Therefore, f is a constant

integer on U, so that Ker(exp ) = Z . Hence the

sequence is exact.

Now consider the induced cohomology sequence:

lil(Pn,0)--H>H1(Pn,0*) >H2(Pn,Z)--->H2(Pn,0)

ft fl fl

H051(P 1=0
n'

(Dolbeault
cohomology)

Ho,2(Pn)=0

(Dolbeault
cohomology)
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Therefore we obtain. 0 > Hl(Pn(,0 ) > Z > 0

Now it is a well-known fact in twistor theory [17]

that a twistor function can be viewed as a co-cycle

defining an element of the above cohomology group

HI(p3'
0 ). Thus we can view the first Chern classes

being defined on the hyperplane section bundle as

effectively giving twistor functions.

We have seen in Chapter 6 that the formula of the

volume of the tube around a submanifold p of dimension

m in P3 is given by:

Suppose that

space of dimension 1. Then:

Now fix a and write:

d(XF s'll,-..7d)(sini/Ka)2(n-d)V01(vp(a) C

d=0 m-d

where
Cd(X,F,71,...

= cte)7
a

A Fm-a

a=o

(cte. notation follows that of P. Griffiths in [8 ]),

F a' Kiehler form,

71, 7 7m are the Chern forms,

and 7 A Fm-a =17a A Fm-a
a

vol( )

ri -

P P(() is a submanifold in twistor
1

1

(sin'T(02(n-d)cd

d=)

1

vol(Pnr
( = Cte.0 =aoco +ac

i
d

d=o
where ate. here depends on a .
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7 =But C = cte. aE01a A Fl-a cte.170 A F1 + 7 A F°
=

131

0

and c = cte. I;ao17a A F1-a = cte.f70 A F1
=

p1

V01 (Ppi = b070 A F b17, A F° = sib° F +' bi . (7.1)

P1
Since 'yo = 1

, ID, are constants depending on a .

Similar calculations lead to the volume of the tube

around
132 CT

It is easy to verify that,

in this case:

vol(Pp2(a)) =Id.; A F2 + dl72 A F + d2y2 A F° 7.2)

P2

where do , d1 , d2 are constants depending on a

Consider first equation (7.1):

vol(vpi) =
bo

F +

PI

Following the elements of the Penrose transform in

Chapter 5 closely, one needs to integrate over the

bundle. So we have to pull back forms.

Using the half-twistor space:

= : Za2 > 01
a

we have the induced Penrose correspondence (Chapter 5):

a/ p
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A A
=
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In the coordinates a: F >T+

and 0 : F+ >
mc

are given by
( AA", xB) > za = (izArxr xA,)

and
(zAA', xB) > zAA"

, respectively.

We also know, from Chapter 5, that r is biholomorphic

to
P1

x
Mc

, which is the basic geometric property of

the above spaces.

Now in the two-plane , XA,) in T, we have

= iZAA'XA' where ZAA parameterizes this

two-plane under the above Penrose correspondence. We

then obtain the following diagram:

1 Mc
a > P;

Projection 0

The above diagram explains how one may use Penrose

transform to transfer cohomology classes to zero-rest-mass

fields.

(2 x ao



where

Consider again the first equation (7.1):

vol (vp ) = j F + 7, = F
1

PI PI 1

I if AA'
PI

P x{z }

= if 0a(z)di A A dX . (7.3)E"
-A a E'

P xfz 1

"a*F] (X zAA )

0a(Z)(12 (0,1) form
a

E'E = W zadz - a (1,0) form
B

af3

0

0
A

0

BWaf3
, 4 x 4 matrix .I

e

Let I = 0a(z)d2 A Xd
a E'

in (7.3). Differentiating I , we obtain:

a

azAA.
I -

XEAXE'
A

azAA' (0M
) + OMdKM )

M

m
[where we use 0a(z)d2a = Owdlw + 0 am], and the above

98

. (7.1')

The pullback [a*(F)] (AA. , ZAA-)

(look at the diagram) is a (1 , 1) form on
P1

X
Mc

Therefore, integrating over the fibers of the

projection p, we obtain for the first integral in

the above equation:

E'
be the integrand



Therefore:

The last expression is symmetric in

This implies that:

We also know that

where E EA CEA

Therefore

30 ,

= A +

M A
E"1 M"

E' _A AA" .A AA" M
3(..) az 3w az

m MM_
where Z3 = iz

Xm
.

, zAA"

EA A"E"
= e 6 v

,,
EA" E"

Tem- d-M- + 30m di
w aciP m

A"E" 3 I=
AA" E

AA" EA CA"= " VEE-

raises the indices.

/ AA' AA" EA T

,/aZ
,

= V IA" = EE- 1A-

A"E"
= 6 VA 'I =E" I

by (7.4)

switching E" and A')
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(7.4)

since is skew symmetric.

=
A E 3[ I e AA" ICazAC E"

az

A"E" a a===.> e
AA

I =
AE" 'E ° I

3z 3z



ifp

Consider now the second integral in equation (7.1'

Since
71 is the first Chern class, then,

by theorem (7.1), 71 E 1-11 (p3 , FIT)

Therefore, by the Penrose transform, 71 can

be transformed to a spinor 0A'B'C' (see

Chapter 5). This spinor field is a zero-rest-mass

field and,and, therefore, 0A.B.c. = 0

Then, differentiating the above integral we obtain:

AA- ABC -C- AA- VazAA OA,BC
P z } P z 1

9 /3 AAif

if AA" °a (z)d2 A X ciAE-
a E'Pxz

/ AA-
AA" Diaz I

AA"z}' Px{z 1

Thus, the formula for the volume of the tube around

P1 represents a zero-rest-mass field of rank 3 and

3
therefore, it gives a physical field of spin

Now consider the case where p p2(o c

The formula of the tube, in this case, is given

by equation (7.2) to be:
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Hence: a/fazAA



vol(vp ) (70 A F2 + 71 A F/ + 72 A 0)
2 p2

=j F2 J 7/

2

A F1 +jr 72

P2
P

2

a*(F2 +11 a*(7 A F1) +if
AAAA AA' a*(72 )

P1
x{z }

P1x1z
}

P1x{z }

Let us first consider the second integral:

1P x{zAA'}a*(71 A F1) with 71 e ( P3

It follows from the Penrose transform that we can

associate with 71 a spinor 0A.B..c.D- of rank 4.

Writing= X ..X we obtain:A"' D"

12 = A'B"C"D' =ff AA' AA'"'X " a E'A e(z)d2 A NE-a
P x{z

where, as before, integration is along the fibers of g .

Differentiating I we have:

a _I (zAA) a a - E'
X

D
DzAA

X 0 (z)dz A A a -AA 2 ' ' ' aaz
jp zAA

XA"'XD AA' 0a(z)dia
A XE-a -= J .'"Let
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Thena m" m -
J ..XE"ca A ,d(i2 Xm) + dxm)E"

azAA
M

DO
m 0

M A.x, xxrdAIM ao.)
A X

E" acy, azAA
+ J\

azAA"

0
= iAXE dX

,4 m

+E' acjoi aur

Therefore J is symmetric in A", B", C", D" and

so is
9

azAA
ABCD

Again using the identity

We get:

. This implies that

A"B" 3 .,.

A'azA

AA" BA BA'
= E VBB'

a = nAA, ,BAEB"A"

azAA"
v ...D `

2
For the other two integrals If AA' I

c
, and

Plx z

/I AA' 72 , we know that a 2-form on
PI

PIx{z }

vanishes and, since we are integrating these along the

fiber, these two integrals vanish. Thus, the formula
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(7.5)

= E
BA A"B"

E v

,
BA"YB"...D" =

PCB" a

B"...D = 0 .

azAA"

Thus
A =0I

by (7.5)

azAA
,



of the volume of the tube around the submanifold
P2

T

represents a zero-rest-mass field of rank 4, or spin s 2.

This corresponds to "weak gravitational fields," which are

linearized Einstein equations. So viewing p/(() as a curve,

we get coupled-neutrino particles from the formula of the

tube around this curve; and viewing p2(() as a surface, we

get weak gravitaional fields from the formula of the tube

around this surface.
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